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PDF | The Nusantara discourse of Islam became a popular topic in the new media following President Joko Widodo's opening
speech at the national congress. What happened in this country and why did the government not properly take care of the

restoration of Islam? In order to become a reader of the collection book, you need to write a short essay (no more than one page
of computer text) about why you think Islam is a religion, attractive and educational, and why, in your opinion, Muslims would

pray better if they were Muslims. For centuries, the Islamic creed has faced various forms of confrontation from various
Christian teachings. And now, ten thousand years after the Muslims fell away from the true faith, this opposition has not

disappeared. The revival of Islam in the 21st century is impossible without its serious rethinking in the light of modern ideas
about religion as a social institution. Considering this phenomenon as a cultural phenomenon with its richness in theology,
philosophy, philology and literary criticism will help to understand its inexhaustibility and depth. The book is devoted to

understanding and highlighting the role and place of Islam in various spheres of culture.Bestseller translated into 18 languages.
For the first time in Russia: translation from English and foreword by AI Perlina. The life of a muezzin. Life and traditions of
Islamic countries. Published since 2001. Volume - 204 pages, circulation - 20 thousand. Since 2005 it has been published in

Tatar translation. Recent laws in the field of religious freedom. History, legislation, experience in the application of laws
adopted after the Arab Spring. Christianity in the Modern World: Conditions for Distribution, Prospects for Development, Main

Directions of Missionary Activity. Kazakhstan. Islam. Culture: religious studies essay. Religion in modern Kazakhstan. Ed. G.
A. Mustafina, M. Ibrai Kudaiberdiev. IslamNews.ru - Islam and Muslims in Russia and abroad. Events in socio-political,

economic, cultural and other spheres of life.
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